Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number 3...THE FLICKER

"One question...Where do I hitch my wagon?"

Don't think we're paranoid! Hand with the香烟 doesn't know the score! So, play it by the board rules, and the board rules don't know the score! If you're in the gutter, you're out of luck. You don't know, you don't know, you don't know, you don't know... you don't know! You can't possibly tell by a quick sniff and sizzle, a whiff or a puff!!

The sensible test --- the one that gives you the proper answer --- is a day after day, park after park, treat after treat for 30 days. It's the Cigarette 30-Day Mildness Test. You judge cigarettes for 30 days to your own taste and kind. Then take notes of your findings and let us know the result. The more you smoke, the more you'll know...

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!"
I Can Mean...

Serving the needs of a body of students through a student government is not an easy task. It is a matter of dedication and responsibility. The Student Government at State College is the only organization on campus that has students as its members. It is the only organization that can truly represent the students' voices and interests. It is also the only organization that can hold the faculty accountable. The Student Government is responsible for many things, including the organization of events, the promotion of activities, and the representation of students in the decision-making process. It is a complex and important role, but it is also a rewarding one. By serving on the Student Government, you can make a real difference on campus and in the community.

I'm Willing A Home

The Common-Soler is a truly unique student organization. It is a group of students who come together to create a sense of community and belonging. The Common-Soler has a long history at State College and is known for its traditions and events. It is a group that values friendship and fun, and it is a group that is committed to making a positive impact on the campus community.

Communications

To the Editor:

It's time to start thinking about the Spring 2000 Coaches' Clinic. This clinic is a great opportunity for anyone interested in coaching to learn from some of the best in the business. The clinic will be held on Saturday, April 8th, at 10am. For more information, please contact the Department of Athletics at 555-1234.

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Treasurer

Governor Dewey Visits College, Leads Role Of Future Teachers

Governor Dewey visited the State College for a series of speeches and events. During his visit, he highlighted the importance of education and the role of the state in supporting our schools. He also spoke about the challenges facing our state and the importance of working together to meet those challenges.

S A L E

[Advertisement for sale items]

Terry Cloth Shirts

Terry cloth shirts are a great addition to any wardrobe. They are comfortable, durable, and easy to care for. They are also a great way to show your school spirit. If you are looking for a shirt that is both stylish and practical, terry cloth is a great option.

MAIZE SWEATSHIRTS

Maize sweatshirts are a classic athletic wear item. They are comfortable, versatile, and easy to wear. They are also a great way to show your support for your favorite sports team. If you are looking for a sweatshirt that is both stylish and functional, maize is a great option.

The Book Stack

The Book Stack is a great place to find unique and interesting gifts. They have a wide variety of items, including books, music, and art. They also have a great selection of gifts for the holidays, such as ornaments and cards. If you are looking for a unique and special gift, The Book Stack is a great place to start.
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S A L E

Blue Diamond Parker Pens

These are the perfect pens for any occasion. They are stylish, durable, and functional. They are also a great way to show off your personality. If you are looking for a pen that is both practical and stylish, Blue Diamond Parker is a great option.

FRUSTRATED?

Post New Bulletin Board

For AD Cast Notices
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BLUE NOTE SHOP

Statesmen for today from 8 to 12

irate Reader...

[Letter to the editor expressing frustration]

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my frustration with the way things are going on campus. I feel like there is a lack of communication and cooperation between different groups. It is frustrating to see things not getting done because of this lack of cooperation. I hope that something can be done to improve the situation.

FACULTY WILL ATTEND

Teachers' Parley

The Association of New York Schools will hold a breakfast meeting for its members on Monday, October 9th. The meeting will be held at 8am in the faculty lounge of the college. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the current state of the association and its future plans.
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Class Presidents State Meetings, Name Chairmen

Each and every student is encouraged to participate in these meetings and to bring his or her ideas and concerns to the table. It is only through our collective effort that we can hope to make a real difference on campus and in the community.
Enrolled Students Claim Birthplaces
In Scotland, Germany, Austria

The following students have re¬
ported places of birth: in Scot¬
land, Mary E. Convery, Sister of
George Convery; in Germany, B.
Fichter, Sr. of John Fichter;
J. W. Bauer, Sr. of Paul Bauer;
J. A. Schmitt, Sr. of John A.
Schmitt; and in Austria, L. V. Long,
Sr. of John Long.

Faculty Footnotes

Dr. J. Wesley Childers, Professor
of English, had surgery on his oc¬
eal and frontal bones. He plans to
be on the job again soon.

Rehearsals for any room after 4:30
must be paid to Victoria Baldino for
division of fees for the entire group.

To Pay Class Dues

For Yearbook andyearbook editors
may be paid to Victoria Baldino for
payment of fees for the entire group.

RAOIE 8
Annual Bonfire Will Follow Skit

(Continued from Page One)

Files Reveal World War I Brings
Gassed' Speaker To Assembly

Three days prior to this fall, a

tale of how the assembly hall was

inhabited was told in the assembly.

The hall was formerly the gymnasium

of the College and its walls served

as a backdrop for the Great War.

The little boy on the floor was

no longer the same man but he

remembered the war when the

Gassed Speaker was young.

Discover Need, Reasons For Community Study Room

(Continued from Page One)

Jones Plans Room For Radio Classes

As assembly in the fall of 1918

brought those who had often been

away home for a time, they were

back in New York City.

The little boy had a feeling that

should be discovered.

The assembly was no longer

a school but a place where

men could gather to discuss

problems.

The little boy was thrilled with

the discovery of a reason for

community study.
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